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Abstract: Temporal networks are graphs in which edges have temporal labels, specifying their starting
times and their traversal times. Several notions of distances between two nodes in a temporal network
can be analyzed, by referring, for example, to the earliest arrival time or to the latest starting time of
a temporal path connecting the two nodes. In this paper, we mostly refer to the notion of temporal
reachability by using the earliest arrival time. In particular, we first show how the sketch approach, which
has already been used in the case of classical graphs, can be applied to the case of temporal networks in
order to approximately compute the sizes of the temporal cones of a temporal network. By making use of
this approach, we subsequently show how we can approximate the temporal neighborhood function
(that is, the number of pairs of nodes reachable from one another in a given time interval) of large
temporal networks in a few seconds. Finally, we apply our algorithm in order to analyze and compare
the behavior of 25 public transportation temporal networks. Our results can be easily adapted to the case
in which we want to refer to the notion of distance based on the latest starting time.

Keywords: temporal network; link stream; temporal path; earliest arrival time; temporal reachability;
neighborhood function; public transportation system

1. Introduction

Temporal networks are graphs in which nodes and edges can appear or disappear over time, due
not only to failures or malfunctioning of the entities participating to the system represented by the
temporal graph, but mostly to the “normal” behaviour of the system itself. A typical temporal network is
a person-to-person communication network within a company. In such a network, for example, nodes can
appear or disappear (depending on the recruitment policy of the company), and edges appear whenever
an employee of the company sends an e-mail message to another employee of the company. In this paper,
we will focus on temporal networks in which the set of nodes does not change over time (at least over
a specified interval of time). Moreover, we consider only the case in which edges are available at discrete
time instants, so that the dynamics of the network are specified only by the appearance times of the edges.

As observed in [1], temporal networks can model a great variety of systems in nature, society and
technology. Several different types of temporal networks have, indeed, been analyzed: person-to-person
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communication networks (such as e-mails or phone calls), one-to-many information spreading networks
(such as Twitter interactions), contact networks (such as cell phone proximity detections), biological
networks (such as protein interactions), distributed computing networks (such as autonomous system
communications), infrastructure networks (such as public transport timetables), and many others.
It is worth observing, however, that different names have been used for denoting temporal networks
(even though the basic notion was almost the same), such as, for example, dynamic networks [2],
time-varying graphs [3], evolving networks [4], and link streams [5].

In this paper, we are interested in studying reachability properties of temporal networks. As already
observed in [6], if we just remove all time information from the temporal graph (and collapse, if necessary,
multiple edges between any two vertices into a single edge), we clearly lose all the temporal information
of the graph. This loss can be critical to the understanding of the reachability relationships between the
nodes of the graph. For example, in the left part of Figure 1, a temporal network with five nodes and
five temporal edges is represented, while, in the right part of the figure, the “non-temporal” version
of the graph (in which all edge temporal labels have been removed) is shown. It is easy to verify that
the two simple paths from node 1 to node 2 in the non-temporal graph do not exist in the temporal
network (a temporal path is, intuitively, a path such that each edge in the path appears later than the edges
preceding it in the path). Indeed, the edge from node 3 to node 2 appears at time 1, hence it cannot be
used within a path starting from node 1, since all of this node’s edges appear after that time. Moreover,
the path of length 2 from node 1 to node 5 in the non-temporal graph does not exist in the temporal graph
since it is only possible to reach node 3 from node 1 in one step at time 5, while the edge from node 3 to
node 5 appears at time 4. In summary, removing temporal information may let us conclude that two nodes
(i.e., 1 and 2) are reachable, while they are not, or that the length of the shortest path between two nodes
(i.e., 1 and 5) is smaller than it really is.
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Figure 1. An example of temporal graph with five nodes and five temporal edges (left), and the
corresponding "non-temporal” graph in which edge temporal labels have been removed (right).

For this reason, we are interested in developing algorithmic techniques that allow us to efficiently
compute aggregate information about temporal paths and time-distances between pairs of nodes.
In particular, we focus on the temporal neighborhood function (in short, TNF) of a temporal network, which is
the natural extension of the neighborhood function already widely analyzed in the case of non-temporal
graphs [7,8]. More precisely, given a time interval I = [tα, tω ], the temporal neighborhood function returns
the value |N (I)|, where N (I) denotes the set of pairs of nodes (u, v) such that there exists a temporal path
from u to v, which starts from u not earlier than tα, arrives in v no later than tω, and it is such that each
edge appears later than the edges preceding it.

By assuming that a temporal network is represented by the sequence of its temporal edges, ordered
in non-decreasing order with respect to their appearance times, the temporal neighborhood function
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can be easily computed by making use of the following “scan-based” algorithm [9], which allows us to
compute the cardinality of the temporal cone of a node s, which is the set of nodes reachable from s in the
interval [tα, tω ].

1. Initialize t[s] = tα and t[v] = ∞ for all v 6= s.
2. For each (directed) edge e = (u, v, t):

(a) If t ≤ tω, t[u] < t, and t + 1 < t[v], then t[v] = t + 1.
(b) If t > tω, then stop.

3. Return the number of elements of t different from ∞.

If m is the number of temporal edges, it is easy to verify that the complexity of the above algorithm is
O(m). In order to compute the temporal neighborhood function, we have to execute the above procedure
starting from every node of the temporal network. We refer to this algorithm as ETNF (Exact TNF). Hence,
if n denotes the number of nodes, we can conclude that ETNF runs in time O(nm).

Unfortunately, this time complexity is not acceptable when dealing with real-world temporal
networks, where there are millions of nodes and billions of temporal edges. For this reason, in this paper,
we propose a new algorithm called ATNF for approximating the temporal neighborhood function of
a temporal network.

1.1. Our Results

In order to approximate the temporal neighborhood function, we first describe a simple dynamic
programming algorithm for computing the reverse temporal cone of a node s, which is the set of nodes
that can reach s in a specific interval [tα, tω ]. Note that, if we can compute the cardinalities of the reverse
temporal cones, then we can also compute the temporal neighborhood function. We then show how the
sketch approach, which has already been widely used in the case of non-temporal graphs [10–13], can be
applied to the case of temporal networks in order to approximately compute the cardinalities of the reverse
temporal cones of a temporal network. More specifically, the resulting approximation algorithm, called
ATNF (Approximated TNF), has a relative error bounded by ε with high probability, whenever the sketches
have size k = Θ

(
log n

ε2

)
. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(km).

We then experimentally evaluate the quality of the approximation performed by ATNF by comparing
the approximate value of the temporal neighborhood function with the exact one (computed by making
use of the scan-based exact algorithm described in the previous section) on a data-set containing several
medium-size temporal networks. As a matter of fact (and as expected), the obtained approximation is
much better than the one guaranteed in theory, even when the size of the sketches is significantly smaller
than the required size. By making use of the approximation algorithm, we hence show how we can
accurately approximate, in a few minutes, the temporal neighborhood function (and, hence, the distance
distribution) of two large temporal networks: the IMDB collaboration network (which is undirected) and
the Twitter re-tweets network (which is directed). The first network contains more than half a million
nodes and more than three million edges, while the second network contains more than two million nodes
and more than sixteen million edges.

Finally, we apply ATNF in order to analyze and compare the behavior of twenty-five public
transportation temporal networks [14]. In particular, we analyze the reachability properties of these
networks, by computing the values of the temporal neighborhood function in different intervals during
a day. As a matter of fact, we observe that there are cities which perform significantly better than others
with respect to these reachability properties, and that this result cannot always be deduced by simply
looking at the density of the temporal network. Moreover, we show that the quality of the approximation
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is preserved even with small values of the sketch sizes: this allowed us to perform the entire experimental
evaluation for all the cities in less than one hour (while the exact algorithm would have roughly required
almost four days).

1.2. Related Work

Algorithms for distance computation in temporal networks have been proposed in [6,15]. The method
in [16] uses a similar algorithm to [6] for computing spanning trees. The method in [9] proposes to index
data to answer reachability and path queries in temporal networks. The problem of finding different types
of path (minimum traveling time, earliest arrival time, and minimum number of hops) in the temporal
network has also been investigated in a distributed context [17].

A problem related to the one analyzed in this paper is computing distances in road networks,
where edges have a traversal time but are supposed to exist at all times. In this case, the focus is mainly
on pre-computing some information in order to be able to answer fastest path queries very quickly
(see, for example, [18,19]). The analysis in [20] focuses on the impact of the passenger demand on the
performance of path finding algorithms.

Concerning public transportation networks, many works have focused on the efficient design of
such networks, by considering, e.g., where to place hubs, see, for instance [21,22], or on their robustness or
resilience, by studying how perturbations on specific nodes or links, or changes in demand, affect the whole
network; see, for instance, [23,24]. Other works have used connectivity notions to evaluate the importance
of nodes in transportation networks; see, for instance, ref. [25] and references within.

1.3. Structure of the Paper

In Section 2, we give all basic definitions and notations concerning temporal networks, paths,
cones and neighborhood functions. In Section 3, we describe the dynamic programming algorithm
for computing reverse temporal cones, and we show how the bottom-k sketch approach can be used in
order to approximate the cardinalities of these cones (and, hence, the temporal neighborhood function),
getting our approximation algorithm ATNF. In Section 4, we experimentally evaluate the quality of the
approximation of ATNF and its running time, comparing our results with the ones of ETNF. Moreover, we
use the algorithm itself to compute the temporal neighborhood functions of two large temporal networks.
Finally, in Section 5, we apply ATNF for comparing the reachability properties of twenty-five public
transportation networks.

2. Definitions and Notations

The following definitions are mostly inspired by [3,5,9]. A temporal graph is a pair G = (V, E), where V
is the set of nodes and E is the set of temporal edges. A temporal edge e ∈ E is a triple (u, v, t), where u, v ∈ V
are the source and destination nodes of the edge, respectively, and t ∈ N is its appearing time. When the
temporal edges are bidirectional, then (u, v, t) can be also written as (v, u, t). The time horizon T (G) of
a temporal graph G is the union of all the appearing times of its temporal edges. For instance, in the left
part of Figure 2, a temporal graph with five nodes and 12 temporal edges is shown: its time horizon is
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12}. A different way of representing a temporal graph is the link stream diagram
shown in the right part of Figure 2, where the labels on the left of the diagram represent the nodes of
the graph while the labels above the diagram represent the different time instants. In this paper, we will
indeed assume that the edges are given to the algorithms one after the other (similarly to the streaming
model) in non-decreasing order with respect to the appearing time: this corresponds to reading the edges
in the link stream diagram from left to right.
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Figure 2. An example of temporal graph with five nodes and 12 temporal edges (labels on edges represent
appearing time), and the corresponding link stream representation (labels on the left represent nodes, labels
above represent time instants).

2.1. Temporal Paths

A temporal path P in a temporal graph G = (V, E) from a node u ∈ V to a node v ∈ V is
a sequence of temporal edges e1 = (u1, v1, t1), e2 = (u2, v2, t2), . . . , ek = (uk, vk, tk) such that u = u1,
v = vk, and, for each i with 1 < i ≤ k, ui = vi−1 and ti ≥ ti−1 + 1. The length of a temporal path is
the number of temporal edges it contains. For example, referring to the temporal graph of Figure 2,
(1, 4, 1), (4, 2, 5), (2, 5, 11), (5, 3, 12) is a temporal path of length 4. On the contrary, (1, 4, 1), (4, 2, 5), (2, 3, 2)
is not a temporal path, since the appearing time of the second edge is larger than the appearing time of the
third edge. The starting time (respectively, ending time) of a temporal path P, denoted by σ(P) (respectively,
η(P)), is equal to the appearing time of the first (respectively, last) edge in the path. For instance,
if P = (1, 4, 1), (4, 2, 5), (2, 5, 11), (5, 3, 12), then σ(P) = 1 and η(P) = 12. Given a time interval I = [tα, tω ]

and two nodes u and v, we will denote by P(u, v, I) the set of all temporal paths P from u to v such that
tα ≤ σ(P) ≤ η(P) ≤ tω. Among all temporal paths between two nodes in a given time interval, in this
paper, we will distinguish the ones that allow us to arrive as early as possible.

Definition 1. Given a temporal graph G = (V, E), two nodes u and v in V, and a time interval I = [tα, tω ], a path
P ∈ P(u, v, I) is said to be an earliest arrival path if η(P) = min{η(P′) : P′ ∈ P(u, v, I)}.

For example, the left part of Figure 3 shows the earliest arrival path from node 1 to node 3 in the time
interval [1, 12] in the temporal graph of Figure 2: this path consists of the temporal edges (1, 4, 1), (4, 5, 3),
and (5, 3, 4), its starting time is 1, and its ending time is 4. The right part of the figure, instead, shows an
earliest arrival path from node 1 to node 3 in the time interval [2, 12]: it consists of the temporal edges
(1, 4, 6) and (4, 3, 9), its starting time is 6, and its ending time is 9 (note that another earliest arrival path
from node 1 to node 3 in the same interval is the one consisting of the temporal edges (1, 5, 7), (5, 4, 8),
and (4, 3, 9)).
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Figure 3. The earliest arrival path from node 1 to node 3 in the temporal graph of Figure 2 in the time
interval [1, 12] (left) and in the time interval [2, 12] (right).

2.2. Temporal Reachability Cones and Neighborhood Functions

Given a temporal graph G = (V, E), a node u ∈ V, and a time interval I = [tα, tω ], in this paper,
we are interested in efficiently computing the number of pairs of nodes (u, v) such that v can be reached
from u in the interval I. To this aim, we give the following definition.

Definition 2. Given a temporal graph G = (V, E), a node u, and a time interval I = [tα, tω ], the temporal
reachability cone of u in the interval I is defined as C(u, I) = {u} ∪ {v ∈ V : P(u, v, I) 6= ∅}.

For example, by referring to the temporal graph of Figure 2, the left part of Figure 4 shows the
temporal reachability cone of node 1 in the interval [1, 5]: in this case, all nodes can be reached by node 1.
The right part of figure, instead, shows the temporal reachability cone of node 1 in the interval [9, 12]: in
this case, all nodes can be reached by node 1 apart from node 4. It is also easy to verify that the temporal
reachability cone of node 1 in the interval [2, 5] contains only node 1, since there are no temporal edges
leaving it in this time interval.
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Figure 4. Two temporal reachability cones of node 1: the first one (left) is in the interval [1, 5] and includes
all nodes, while the second one (right) is in the interval [9, 12] and includes all nodes but node 4.

Definition 3. Given a temporal graph G = (V, E) and a time interval I = [tα, tω ], the temporal neighborhood
function in the interval I is defined as |N (I)|, where N (I) = {(u, v) ∈ V ×V : v ∈ C(u, I)}.

For example, by referring to the temporal graph of Figure 2 and by choosing I = [1, 5], N (I)
contains the pairs (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), and (1, 5), since all nodes belong to C(1, I). N (I) also
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contains the pairs (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5) (since C(2, I) = {2, 3, 4, 5}), (3, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5) (since
C(3, I) = {2, 3, 4, 5}), (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4, 4), (4, 5) (since C(4, I) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}), (5, 2), (5, 3), (5, 4),
and (5, 5) (since C(5, I) = {2, 3, 4, 5}). Therefore, the temporal neighborhood function in I is equal to 22.

3. Computing Temporal Neighborhood Functions through Reverse Temporal Cones

As we already said, in this paper, we consider the left-to-right order for reading the stream of
temporal edges, which corresponds to reading the edges in non-decreasing order with respect to their
appearing times.

Definition 4. Given a temporal graph G = (V, E) and a time instant t ∈ T (G), the predecessor pred(t) of t in
G is the maximum time instant t′ ∈ T (G) such that t′ < t (if t′ does not exist, then we set pred(t) = ⊥).

For example, by referring to the temporal graph of Figure 2, pred(1) = ⊥, pred(9) = 8,
and pred(11) = 9.

Observe that, if I = [tα, tω ] and pred(tω) 6= ⊥, then N (I)−N ([tα, pred(tω)]) contains exactly all
pairs of nodes (u, v) such that any earliest arrival path P from u to v satisfies η(P) = tω.

In order to compute the temporal neighborhood function of a temporal graph G in a given time
interval [tα, tω ], we first introduce the following definition.

Definition 5. Given a temporal graph G = (V, E), a node u, and a time interval I = [tα, tω ], the reverse temporal
cone of u in the interval I is defined asR(u, I) = {v ∈ V : P(v, u, I) 6= ∅}.

In other words, the reverse temporal cone of u in the interval I contains all nodes v that can reach u
in I (hence, if v ∈ R(u, I), then u ∈ C(v, I)). The advantage of referring to reverse temporal cones is that
these cones can be easily computed by using the following dynamic programming algorithm (observe
that, for any t ∈ T (G), C(u, [t, t]) is the neighborhood of u at time t, that is, the set of nodes v such that
(u, v, t) ∈ E).

Base case R(u, [tα, tα]) = {u} ∪ {v ∈ V : u ∈ C(v, [tα, tα])}.
Recursive step Let t ∈ T (G) with t > tα and suppose we have computed R(u, [tα, t′]) for every t′ < t

with t′ ∈ T (G). Then,R(u, [tα, t]) = R(u, [tα, pred(t)]) ∪⋃v:u∈C(v,[t,t])R(v, [tα, pred(t)]).

The base case simply states that, if there is an edge (v, u, tα), then v belongs to the reverse temporal
cone of u in the interval [tα, tα]. The recursive step, instead, says that, if there is an edge (v, u, t), then all
nodes that could reach v before t can now also reach u at time t. For example, by referring to the temporal
graph of Figure 2 (in which all edges are bidirectional), Table 1 shows the evolution of the reverse temporal
conesR(u, [1, 6]) according to the above algorithm (until all nodes are reachable from all other nodes).

Table 1. Evolution of the reverse temporal cones for the temporal graph of Figure 2 (in which all edges
are bidirectional).

(u, v, t) R(1, [1, 6]) R(2, [1, 6]) R(3, [1, 6]) R(4, [1, 6]) R(5, [1, 6])

(1, 4, 1) {1, 4} {2} {3} {1, 4} {5}
(2, 3, 2) {1, 4} {2, 3} {2, 3} {1, 4} {5}
(4, 5, 3) {1, 4} {2, 3} {2, 3} {1, 4, 5} {1, 4, 5}
(3, 5, 4) {1, 4} {2, 3} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
(2, 4, 5) {1, 4} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
(1, 4, 6) {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
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Let us assume that the set of temporal edges of a temporal graph G = (V, E) is ordered
in non-decreasing order with respect to the appearing times, and that edges are not bidirectional.
Let
−→
E = (e−→

1
, e−→2 , . . . , e−→m ) be the resulting ordered set of temporal edges, so that the appearing time

of e−→
i

is not greater than the appearing time of e−→
i+1

, for any i with 1 ≤ i < m. We can then implement the

above dynamic programming algorithm by scanning the edges in
−→
E one after the other. For each edge

e−→
i
= (v, u, t), if t = tα, then we add v toR(u, [tα, tα]). Otherwise (that is, t > tα), we setR(u, [tα, t]) equal

to the union ofR(u, [tα, t]) andR(v, [tα, pred(t)]), after having initializedR(u, [tα, t]) toR(u, [tα, pred(t)])
the first time an edge appearing at time t is scanned. Since the size of the intermediate reverse temporal
cones can be linear in the number n of nodes in the graph, the time complexity of this algorithm is O(nm).
Moreover, if we want to maintain all the intermediate reverse temporal cones, then the space complexity
of the algorithm is O(n2m). However, if we just want to compute the final reverse temporal cones, then
the space complexity can be reduced to O(n2). Observe that, if the edges are bidirectional, then we can
easily modify this algorithm by simply considering twice each edge (v, u, t): once as (v, u, t), and the other
as (u, v, t).

Once we have computed the reverse temporal cones in a specific interval I, we can easily compute
N (I). Indeed, we have that, for each pair of nodes u and v, (u, v) belongs toN (I) if and only if u ∈ R(v, I).
This implies that

|N (I)| = ∑
u∈V
|R(u, I)| .

Hence, the temporal neighborhood function can be computed by using the sizes of the reverse
temporal cones.

Remark 1. Note that the above dynamic programming approach does not seem to be applicable to the computation
of temporal cones, as defined in the previous section. More precisely, it is not clear how to rewrite the recursive step
of the algorithm, when referring to temporal cones. Indeed, in general, it holds that

C(u, [tα, t]) 6= C(u, [tα, pred(t)]) ∪
⋃

v∈C(u,[t,t])

C(v, [tα, pred(t)]),

since, for each vertex v, C(v, [tα, pred(t)]) is the set of all the vertices reachable from v through temporal paths
which use edge appearing times smaller than t. Hence, C(u, [tα, t]) does not necessarily include the nodes in
C(v, [tα, pred(t)]), as the corresponding paths might turn out to be not valid from a temporal point of view. Indeed,
the edge from u to v appears at time t, but the edges on the paths from v to other vertices may have appearing times
smaller than t. Let us consider, for example, the temporal graph with the three nodes 1, 2, and 3, and the two temporal
edges (1, 2, 1) and (2, 3, 2). Clearly, C(2, [1, 1]) = {1, 2} and C(3, [1, 1]) = {3}. Hence, when the edge (2, 3, 2) is
analyzed, we have that

C(3, [1, 2]) = {2, 3} 6= {1, 2, 3} = C(3, [1, 1]) ∪ C(2, [1, 1]).

3.1. Approximating the Size of the Reverse Temporal Cones

As we have already observed, the time complexity of the dynamic programming algorithm for
computing the reverse temporal cones is O(nm), where n = |V| and m = |E|. This complexity can
turn out to be prohibitive when dealing with temporal graphs with thousands of nodes and millions
of temporal edges. For this reason, in this section, we propose ATNF, an algorithm for computing an
approximation of the size of the reverse temporal cones, which is based on the application of the sketch
techniques: these techniques allow us to represent the reverse temporal cone for each node u in a compressed
approximated form of (almost) constant size k (typically O(log(n))). By using cone sketches in place of
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real cones, we will obtain a dynamic programming approximation algorithm whose time complexity is
O(km) time.

3.1.1. Sketch Operations

Given a set A, a sketch S(A) is a compressed form of representation of A of size O(k), with k ∈ N,
providing the following operations.

INIT (S(A)) How a sketch S(A) for A is initialized.
UPDATE (S(A), u) How a sketch S(A) for A is modified when an element u is added to A.
UNION (S(A), S(B)) Given two sketches for A and B, provide a sketch for A ∪ B.
SIZE (S(A)) Estimate the number of distinct elements of A.

The following two requirements are needed for sketches: (i) given two sketches S(A) and S(B) for
any two sets A and B, S(A ∪ B) can be computed just by looking at S(A) and S(B), and (ii) the order in
which the elements are added and adding any element twice does not affect the sketch. We assume that
|A| > k > 1.

3.1.2. Bottom-k Sketches

One of the most popular sketch techniques is the bottom-k technique, which works as follows.
Given a mapping r : U → {1/n, 2/n, . . . , n/n} and a subset A of U, we denote as Hk(A) the first k
elements of A according to r (or A itself if |A| < k). A bottom-k sketch for A is Hk(A).

INIT (S(A)): S(A) = ∅.
UPDATE (S(A), u): return Hk(S(A) ∪ {u}).
UNION (S(A), S(B)): return Hk(S(A) ∪ S(B)).
SIZE (S(A)): If |S(A)| < k return |S(A)|. Otherwise, return k−1

maxu∈S(A) r(u) .

As an example, let U be the set of the 26 letters of the alphabet and let r : U → {1/26, 2/26, . . . , 26/26}
be the following function:

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

r 10
26

22
26

2
26

24
26

25
26

12
26

6
26

7
26

11
26

17
26

13
26

15
26

14
26

19
26

5
26

9
26

21
26

8
26

18
26

26
26

16
26

1
26

20
26

4
26

23
26

3
26

Let A = {a, l, i, c, e}, B = {w, o, n, d, e, r, l, a}, and k = 3. Then, S(A) is {a, i, c} and S(B) is {o, r, a},
as these letters are the three elements of A and B, respectively, having minimum r-values. Hence,

S(A ∪ B) = UNION(S(A), S(B)) = H3(S(A) ∪ S(B)) = H3({a, i, c, o, r}) = {c, o, r}.

The size of A ∪ B = {a, l, i, c, e, w, o, n, d, r}, which is equal to 10, can then be estimated as follows:

SIZE(S(A ∪ B)) = SIZE({c, o, r}) = 2
maxu∈{c,o,r} r(u)

=
2

8/26
=

52
8

= 6.5.

It can be shown that the mean relative error of the sketch sizes with respect to the real sizes is bounded
by 0.79/

√
(k− 2) and that, if we choose k ∈ Θ

(
log |U|

ε2

)
, the mean relative error is bounded by ε with high

probability [10,11].
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3.1.3. Applying Sketches to Reverse Temporal Cones

In the case of reverse temporal cones, the sets whose sizes we want to approximate are the reverse
temporal cones at different time instants within a specific time interval I. Indeed, for each edge scanned by
the dynamic programming algorithm described in the previous section, either we use the UPDATE operation
in order to add a node to the sketch of a reverse temporal cone, or we use the UNION operation in order to
compute the union of the sketches of two reverse temporal cones. Whenever all edges whose appearing
time is in I have been read, we can use the SIZE operation in order to estimate, for each node u, the size of
R(u, I). Let r(u, I) denote the obtained estimate of |R(u, I)|. Hence, ATNF approximates |N (I)| by using
the estimates r(u, I) as follows:

|N (I)| = ∑
u∈V

r(u, I).

By linearity of expectation, the approximation performed by ATNF is unbiased and has relative error
bounded by ε with high probability, whenever k ∈ Θ

(
log n

ε2

)
.

4. Experimental Results

This section is devoted to analyze the performance of ATNF on approximating N (I). We evaluate
both the running time of ATNF and the quality of the approximation achieved, comparing our results with
the ones provided by ETNF. Summarizing, the two algorithms we are going to compare are the following:

ATNF Our method for approximating the earliest arrival reverse temporal cones and hence N (I),
as described in Section 3.1. As the quality of the approximation of ATNF and its running time depend
on the value of k, we analyze the behaviour of ATNF varying k in the set {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128}.

ETNF The method in [9] described in Section 1 to compute exactly the earliest arrival temporal cones and
hence N (I) for any I.

Implementation and Computing Platform

Our computing platform is a machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v3 at 2.40 GHz, 24 virtual
cores, 128 GB RAM, and running Ubuntu Linux version 4.4.0-22-generic (machine available at Dipartimento
di Informatica, Università di Pisa, Italy). The code has been written in Java, using Java 1.8, for both of
the competitors.

Dataset

In order to perform our experiments, we used the following temporal graphs (other temporal networks
will be considered in Section 5, in which we will perform a case study based on the directed public transport
networks of 25 cities):

• COLLEGE: Private messages sent on an online social network at the University of California, Irvine.
An edge (u, v, t) means that user u sent a private message to user v at time t [26,27].

• ENRON: Emails between Enron employees 1999 and 2003. An edge (u, v, t) means that user u sent
an email to user v at time t.

• FACEBOOK-WALLPOST: A small subset of posts to another user’s wall on Facebook. The nodes of the
network are Facebook users, and each directed temporal edge represents one post, linking the users
writing a post to the user whose wall the post is written on [28–30].

• IMDB: Every node corresponds to an actor and two actors are connected by their collaboration in
a movie, where the appearing time of an edge is the year of the movie. We will consider both the
whole temporal collaboration graph and the graphs induced by the following genres: adventure,
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horror, thriller, crime, romance, action, comedy, drama (for each genre, we consider only the edges
corresponding to movies classified in that genre) [31].

• ROLLERNET: Opportunistic sighting of Bluetooth devices by groups of rollerbladers carrying Intel
iMotes during a roller tour. The 62 iMotes performed neighborhood scans every 15 s [32,33].

• TOPOLOGY: The nodes are autonomous systems and the edges are connections between autonomous
systems. The appearing time of an edge is the time-point of the corresponding connection [29,30,34].

• TWITTER: Tweets about the migrant crisis of 2015 [35,36]. A directed edge (u, v, t) means that user u
retweeted a tweet of user v at time t.

• WIKI-ELECTION: The network of users from the English Wikipedia that voted for and against each
other in admin elections. Nodes represent individual users, and edges represent votes. Each edge is
annotated with the date of the vote [29,30,37].

The dimensions of the above temporal graphs are summarized in Table 2, where we report for each
graph its number of nodes and its number of edges, and whether the graph is directed or not. For a given
network G, let tα and tω denote the minimum and maximum appearing time, respectively, of the temporal
edges included in G. We have then considered different intervals I = [tα, tβ], for increasing values of tβ

with tβ ∈ T (G), where T (G) is the time horizon of G (that is, the union of all the appearing times of its
temporal edges). Both ETNF and ATNF compute (or approximate) the number of pairs of nodes u and v
such that, starting from u not before time tα, we can reach v within time tβ. As a result, we get an exact
cumulative frequency distribution, running ETNF, and its approximation, running ATNF. Section 4.1 is
devoted to measure the quality of this approximation, while Section 4.2 shows the running times.

Table 2. Number of nodes and edges of each (undirected or directed) graph.

Undirected Graphs

Name Nodes Edges
TOPOLOGY 34,761 154,842
ROLLERNET 63 403,834

IMDB-
ADVENTURE 47,763 157,492
HORROR 65,338 167,026
THRILLER 69,753 188,862
CRIME 62,050 216,741
ROMANCE 79,227 305,390
ACTION 72,260 338,815
COMEDY 162,303 666,568
DRAMA 279,059 1,342,886
ALL 527,535 3,152,994

Directed Graphs
Name Nodes Edges
ENRON 150 24,705
COLLEGE 1900 59,834
WIKI-ELECTION 7118 103,675
FACEBOOK-WALLPOST 46,952 876,993
TWITTER 3,511,241 16,438,790

4.1. Quality of the Approximation

In order to evaluate the quality of the approximation, for each I = [tα, tβ], we have compared
the approximation |N (I)| provided by ATNF with respect to the exact value |N (I)| provided by ETNF,
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using the RELATIVE ERROR. We have hence considered the MEAN RELATIVE ERROR (in short, MRE) among
all the intervals I = [tα, tβ] for all values of tβ in T (G). More formally, the MRE is defined as follows:

MRE =
1

|T (G)| ∑
tβ∈T (G)

||N ([tα, tβ])| − |N ([tα, tβ])||
|N ([tα, tβ])|

.

For each k ∈ {2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128}, we have repeated the experiments ten times, and we have
reported our results in Table 3. In this table, for each k, we have reported the average MRE, denoted as µ,
and the standard deviation, denoted as σ, over the ten experiments (note that both µ and σ are 0 for the
ROLLERNET network, whenever k ≥ 64, since the graph has less than 64 nodes and hence ATNF turns out
to always compute the exact values).

Table 3. Comparing the quality of the approximation of ATNF (our method for approximating the earliest
arrival reverse temporal cones) with respect to ETNF (the exact method in [9]) for approximating |N (I)|.
For each k, the average µ and the standard deviation σ of the MRE (Mean Relative Error) over ten experiments
are reported.

Graph
MRE of ATNF

k = 2 k = 4 k = 8 k = 16 k = 32 k = 64 k = 128

µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ

TOPOLOGY 0.288 0.185 0.145 0.124 0.075 0.076 0.096 0.075 0.066 0.041 0.050 0.044 0.034 0.028
ROLLERNET 0.444 0.647 0.192 0.235 0.110 0.112 0.055 0.049 0.017 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

ENRON 0.578 0.481 0.454 0.505 0.161 0.118 0.138 0.136 0.075 0.070 0.069 0.063 0.046 0.041
COLLEGE 0.531 0.406 0.450 0.537 0.199 0.138 0.118 0.098 0.108 0.076 0.043 0.033 0.028 0.025

WIKI-ELECTION 0.318 0.197 0.387 0.347 0.152 0.103 0.115 0.096 0.088 0.066 0.072 0.047 0.038 0.028
FACEBOOK-WALLPOST 0.430 0.348 0.370 0.251 0.213 0.156 0.168 0.110 0.064 0.059 0.067 0.045 0.058 0.041

IMDB-ADVENTURE 0.350 0.236 0.280 0.206 0.182 0.130 0.135 0.115 0.087 0.067 0.044 0.039 0.047 0.041
IMDB-HORROR 0.419 0.371 0.220 0.155 0.191 0.194 0.134 0.104 0.079 0.081 0.056 0.066 0.029 0.027

IMDB-THRILLER 0.472 0.703 0.239 0.377 0.144 0.182 0.094 0.105 0.064 0.070 0.044 0.046 0.020 0.027
IMDB-CRIME 0.461 0.402 0.256 0.230 0.247 0.267 0.121 0.101 0.108 0.104 0.070 0.056 0.035 0.027

IMDB-ROMANCE 0.546 0.496 0.395 0.387 0.131 0.103 0.122 0.093 0.081 0.079 0.089 0.077 0.043 0.034
IMDB-ACTION 0.420 0.345 0.275 0.197 0.184 0.143 0.136 0.097 0.085 0.063 0.064 0.054 0.043 0.034
IMDB-COMEDY 0.585 0.680 0.285 0.195 0.216 0.182 0.135 0.095 0.113 0.080 0.073 0.050 0.052 0.039
IMDB-DRAMA 0.776 1.335 0.250 0.175 0.185 0.136 0.144 0.134 0.099 0.079 0.072 0.057 0.042 0.030

In general, both µ and σ consistently decrease while increasing k. For k = 2, 4, and 8, the average MRE

appears to be quite large: for k = 2, the MRE can be up to 50%, and, for k = 8, the MRE can be close to 20%.
By increasing k to 16, we get an average MRE consistently smaller than 17%, which further reduces with
k = 32 and k = 64, where, in both of the cases, the average MRE is very often below 8%. Finally, for k = 128,
the average MRE appears to be always smaller than 5.3%. For the sake of completeness, looking at the
values of σ, we can observe how the variability of the experiments is more controlled when k increases.

Note that, in the table, the IMDB-ALL and TWITTER networks are missing since, according to our
estimate and as shown in the next section, ETNF would have taken more than one week for the first and
more than 190 days for the second to complete. Hence, for these two graphs, no quality comparison
was possible.

4.2. Running Time and Time Comparison with Respect to ETNF

Table 4 reports the average running time (in milliseconds) of ATNF and of ETNF, respectively, to get
the approximate and the exact value of |N (I)| for each I = [tα, tβ]. Increasing the value of k, the running
time of ATNF increases consistently (as also the quality of the approximation). In the case of bigger graphs,
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the running time of ATNF is orders of magnitude smaller with respect to the one of ETNF (rightmost column).
We have highlighted this improvement in Table 5, where we have shown the ratio between the running
time of ATNF and the one of ETNF.

Concerning the smaller graphs, like ROLLERNET and ENRON, which have respectively 63 and
150 nodes, we have observed that ATNF turns to be exact if k is set to a value greater than this number
of nodes. In the case of ROLLERNET, it is interesting to note that the dynamic programming algorithm
(which, hence, is exact for k = 64 or 128) is strictly faster than the BFS approach implemented by ETNF.
On the other hand, as in the case of ENRON, the running time of ATNF, although not exact, can be sometimes
worse than the one of ETNF whenever the graph has few nodes.

Table 4. Running times (milliseconds) of ATNF for different values of k compared with the running time of
ETNF. The numbers marked with † are estimated due to the computation limits of ETNF.

Graph Running Time of ATNF Running Time of ETNF
k = 2 k = 4 k = 8 k = 16 k = 32 k = 64 k = 128

TOPOLOGY 2419.4 2428.7 2547.8 2937.4 4700.3 9892.4 31,295.7 1,715,090
ROLLERNET 498.9 740.8 1066.5 1759.2 4079.3 1040.3 956.2 7636

ENRON 70.2 34.2 75.1 131.4 262.9 822.9 1201.5 1172
COLLEGE 93.5 120.9 170.7 312.5 992.9 3010.1 9468.7 32,394

WIKI-ELECTION 142.1 178.3 329.9 611.8 1478 4763 16,811.1 202,519
FACEBOOK-WALLPOST 1542.7 2376.9 3256.9 6188.5 17,152.6 56,847.8 172,628.4 12,469,653

IMDB-ADVENTURE 232.9 307.2 348.4 472.2 967.8 2428.8 6925.5 2,125,739
IMDB-HORROR 393.6 424.7 417.4 468.1 730.5 1352.1 3239.2 3,039,487

IMDB-THRILLER 460.5 473.4 504.9 586.5 1065.6 2517.1 6549.6 3821,616
IMDB-CRIME 383.1 402.6 477.0 628.6 1315.3 3230.9 9455.8 3,745,721

IMDB-ROMANCE 704.2 758.8 873.6 1196.2 2160.6 5773.4 16,980.6 7,046,556
IMDB-ACTION 865.7 927.5 1014.8 1243.6 2645.3 6060.7 18,109.9 7,079,857
IMDB-COMEDY 2825.3 3033.0 3057.8 4075.4 7131.3 15,709.5 4,2579.4 31,806,022
IMDB-DRAMA 9619.7 9923.5 11,022.8 13,050.7 19,975.2 38,993.5 101,945 113,236,400

IMDB-ALL 39,671.1 40,273.2 41,582.4 44,120.5 55,290.4 91,824.0 212,132.1 †622,185,999
TWITTER 31,892.7 40,758.1 61,724.0 135,468.9 424,497.6 1,325,115.7 4,222,861.0 †25,771,840,132

Table 5. Ratio between the running time of ATNF and the one of ETNF for different values of k (lower is better).
The values for the graphs marked with † are estimated due to the computational limits of ETNF.

Graph Running Time of ATNF over Running Time of ETNF

k = 2 k = 4 k = 8 k = 16 k = 32 k = 64 k = 128

TOPOLOGY 0.00141 0.00142 0.00149 0.00171 0.00274 0.00577 0.01825
ROLLERNET 0.06534 0.09701 0.13967 0.23038 0.53422 0.13624 0.12522

ENRON 0.05990 0.02918 0.06408 0.11212 0.22432 0.70213 1.02517
COLLEGE 0.00289 0.00373 0.00527 0.00965 0.03065 0.09292 0.29230

WIKI-ELECTION 0.00070 0.00088 0.00163 0.00302 0.00730 0.02352 0.08301
FACEBOOK-WALLPOST 0.00012 0.00019 0.00026 0.00050 0.00138 0.00456 0.01384

IMDB-ADVENTURE 0.00011 0.00014 0.00016 0.00022 0.00046 0.00114 0.00326
IMDB-HORROR 0.00013 0.00014 0.00014 0.00015 0.00024 0.00044 0.00107

IMDB-THRILLER 0.00012 0.00012 0.00013 0.00015 0.00028 0.00066 0.00171
IMDB-CRIME 0.00010 0.00011 0.00013 0.00017 0.00035 0.00086 0.00252

IMDB-ROMANCE 0.00010 0.00011 0.00012 0.00017 0.00031 0.00082 0.00241
IMDB-ACTION 0.00012 0.00013 0.00014 0.00018 0.00037 0.00086 0.00256
IMDB-COMEDY 0.00009 0.00010 0.00010 0.00013 0.00022 0.00049 0.00134
IMDB-DRAMA 0.00008 0.00009 0.00010 0.00012 0.00018 0.00034 0.00090

IMDB-ALL† 0.00006 0.00006 0.00007 0.00007 0.00009 0.00015 0.00034
TWITTER† 1.2·10−6 1.6·10−6 2.4·10−6 5.2·10−6 0.00002 0.00005 0.00016
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In the general case, running ATNF with k = 128, and thus getting an average MRE below 5.3%
(as we have seen in the previous section), the running time of ATNF is very often below 0.3% the running
time of ETNF. This improvement is even more striking for bigger graphs, where the running time of ATNF

further reduces to 0.1%.
For the two biggest graphs, i.e., IMDB-ALL and TWITTER, we were not able to run ETNF, due to the

large amount of time required by the method. For this reason, we have estimated its running time (reported
with † in Table 4). The estimation is based on the fact that ETNF runs n single-source procedures, each
one from a different source node. It is possible to estimate the average running time µ of a single-source
procedure, sampling Θ( logn

ε2 ) sources and computing the average time µ. It is easy to show that this is an
unbiased estimator and that, by using the Hoeffding’s inequality, |µ− µ| is bounded with high probability
by ε · r, where r is an upper bound on the maximum time needed by a single-source procedure, e.g., the
time for visiting all the edges. By multiplying µ by n, we get an estimation of the running time of ETNF.
We have verified experimentally that the order of magnitude reported by our estimation is consistent with
the actual time used by ETNF for the smaller graphs. As a result, applying our estimation for the biggest
graphs, since a single-source procedure requires on average 1.18 s for IMDB-ALL and 7.33 s for TWITTER,
with relative standard deviation, respectively, of 17.49% and 10.87%, ETNF requires 622,185 s (more than
a week) for IMDB-ALL and 25,771,840 s (more than 198 days) for TWITTER. On the other hand, setting
k = 128, ATNF is able to approximate |N (I)| in only 112 s for the former graphs and in 71 min for the latter
one, as shown in Table 4. Comparing these running times with our estimates (last two rows of Table 5),
ATNF turns out to be four orders of magnitude faster than ETNF.

5. Case Study: Comparison of 25 Public Transport Networks

In this section, we will show how the ATNF algorithm for computing the approximation of the
temporal neighborhood functions can be applied in order to perform an exhaustive analysis of some
reachability properties of several temporal graphs in a very efficient way. In particular, we will make use
of a recently published collection of 25 cities’ public transport networks [14]. This collection is available
in multiple formats including the temporal edge list for a specific day, which is the format we use here.
The list of the 25 cities is summarized in Table 6, where, for each city, we provide the number of stops
(that is, the number of vertices of the temporal graph), the number of temporal edges, the day in which the
data were collected, and the radius R around the city’s central point that should cover all the continuous
and dense parts of the city and its public transport network [14]. We have grouped the 25 cities into five
groups according to the vale of R. In particular, group i contains all the cities such that 10(i− 1) < R ≤ 10i,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5.

Our goal is to analyze the reachability efficacy of each public transport network. To this aim, we compute
the (approximate) value of the temporal neighborhood functions corresponding to different time intervals
of the day in which the data were collected. In particular, we divide the interval between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00
p.m. into 30, 15, and 10 intervals of length 30, 60, and 90 min, respectively. For each interval I = [tα, tω ], we
compute the approximate value of the temporal neighborhood function |N (I)| (normalized with respect
to the number of all possible pairs of nodes), by using the ATNF algorithm. In the following, we will
represent the distributions of these values by reachability diagrams such as the one shown in Figure 5, which
refers to the city of Adelaide.

Observe that, in the case of transport networks, going from one stop to another, i.e., following an
edge, takes some time. Therefore, in our dataset, the temporal edge list contains the starting time se and
the arrival time ae of each temporal edge e between two nodes u and v. In order to apply our approach,
we have used the following transformation. For each edge e in the dataset from u to v with starting time
se and arrival time ae, with ae − se > 1, we have replaced e with a pair of two edges: one from u to ze
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with appearing time se, and the other from ze to v with appearing time ae − 1, where ze is a new dummy
node. For the edges e from u to v in the dataset such that ae − se = 1, we replace e by an edge from u to v
with appearing time se. It is easy to show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the feasible
journeys in the original dataset and the sequences induced by the non-dummy nodes in the temporal
paths of the resulting temporal graph. Moreover, it is worth remarking that, when computing the temporal
neighborhood function in our transformed temporal graph, we have to focus only on non-dummy nodes.
To this aim, we have slightly modified our approach in order to exclude the dummy nodes from the
sketches of our reverse temporal cones and, hence, not to count them in the final estimation of the temporal
neighborhood function. In particular, to do this, in the base case in Section 3, it is enough to exclude u
fromR(u, [tα, tα]), whenever u is a dummy node.

Table 6. The 25 cities included in the public transport network dataset [14]. The Stops column indicates the
number of nodes, the Edges column the number of temporal edges, the Day column the day in which the
data were collected, the R column the city’s radius (in km), and the G column the group the city belongs to.

City Stops Edges Day R G

Adelaide 7548 404, 300 12/12/16 40 4
Berlin 4601 1, 048, 218 04/25/16 30 3

Brisbane 9645 392, 805 12/12/16 40 4
Detroit 5683 214, 863 12/12/16 30 3

Grenoble 1547 114, 492 11/14/16 20 2
Kuopio 549 32, 122 12/12/16 10 1

Luxembourg 1367 186, 752 11/28/16 20 2
Nantes 2353 196, 421 12/12/16 20 2
Paris 11, 950 1, 823, 872 12/12/16 35 4

Rennes 1407 109, 075 12/19/16 20 2
Sydney 24, 063 1, 265, 135 12/19/16 50 5
Turku 1850 133, 512 12/12/16 10 1

Winnipeg 5079 333, 882 12/12/16 30 3
Belfast 1917 122, 693 09/05/16 30 3

Bordeaux 3435 236, 595 12/12/16 30 3
Canberra 2764 124, 305 01/09/17 30 3

Dublin 4571 407, 240 12/12/16 20 2
Helsinki 6986 686, 457 12/12/16 30 3
Lisbon 7073 526, 179 11/21/16 30 3

Melbourne 19, 493 1, 098, 227 12/12/16 50 5
Palermo 2176 226, 215 09/22/14 20 2
Prague 5147 670, 423 12/12/16 30 3
Rome 7869 1, 051, 211 11/06/17 20 2

Toulouse 3329 224, 516 12/12/16 20 2
Venice 1874 118, 519 12/12/16 20 2

In the left column of Figure 6, we show, for each city group, the reachability diagrams of all cities in
the group in the case in which we consider intervals of 60 min (these diagrams have been obtained by
running 20 times the approximation algorithm with k = 64, and by taking the average values). As can be
seen, in the case of the first and the last group, the two cities included in the group behave quite similarly,
even if the city of Sydney seems to be more efficient in correspondence with the two peaks of its diagram
at 8:00 a.m. and at 5:00 p.m. (which might be considered as the rush hours of the day). In the other three
groups, instead, there is clearly a city more efficient than the others of the group (that is, Luxembourg in
Group 2, Berlin in Group 3, and Adelaide in Group 4). In each of these groups, the existence of a second
more efficient city (that is, Palermo, Winnipeg, and Paris) is also evident. While, in Group 2, two cities (that
is, Rome and Rennes) fight for the third position, in Group 3, all of the other cities are basically equivalent.
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Note that we are not evaluating the whole quality of a public transport service, which of course
depends on many other factors, such as robustness, safety, reliability, and customer service; instead,
we are only comparing different public transport networks in terms of their temporal neighborhood
functions during a day. In particular, the reachability diagram of a public transport network should only
be interpreted as an indicator of the percentage of the pairs of nodes that are connected in each interval,
with respect to the total number of pairs of nodes. It is also worth emphasizing the fact that, in order to
use these diagrams for comparing two public transport networks of two cities, we must implicitly assume
that the nodes of a network are uniformly spread in the circle of radius R corresponding to the network
itself. It clearly does not make sense to compare a transportation network in which nodes are concentrated
in a small sector of the circle with one in which nodes are uniformly spread, since this would turn out
into a greater efficiency of the first network with respect to the second one. Unfortunately, we are not
able to verify that nodes are uniformly spread in the circle, and we can only assume that this requirement
is satisfied.
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<latexit sha1_base64="g3SH5q54zSzzHztYTfPP+PNq0EU=">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</latexit>

Figure 5. The reachability diagram of the public transport network of the city of Adelaide, in which the
interval between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. has been split into 15 intervals of one hour each.

One could suspect that results similar to the ones shown in the left column of Figure 6 could be
obtained by simply considering the temporal density of the original transport networks. For each interval
I = [tα, tω ], let m(I) denote the number of edges from u to v with both starting and arrival time in I.
We then define the temporal density in the interval I as δ(I) = m(I)

n , where n denotes the number of nodes
of the network. In the right column of Figure 6, we show, for each city group, the density diagrams of all
cities included in the group. As it can be seen, in Groups 1, 2, 3 and 5, the first city is the same as in the
reachability diagrams. In Group 4, instead, Paris seems to have the densest public transport network,
even if it is not the first city in terms of reachability cone sizes. Moreover, while the reachability and
the density diagrams of Groups 1 and 5 seem to be quite consistent, this is not the case for Groups 2
and 3. For instance, in Group 2, Rome is denser than Palermo, but Palermo outperforms Rome in terms of
reachability, while, in Group 3, this phenomenon happens in the case of Prague and Winnipeg. In other
words, the reachability diagram seems to provide some information that is not explicitly given by the
density diagram. It is also worth observing how several cities present two peaks in their reachability
and density diagrams, which we can assume correspond to the two rush hours of the day. This seems to
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indicate that these cities, in correspondence with these rush hours, increase the number of connections and
provide a better service in terms of the number of pairs of connected nodes.
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<latexit sha1_base64="3TDU1lUUPNkNmVGYjdKRLIIfw0M=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="QVK4fL0YrXv/Hjl0cjZDFy/1exk=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="StrFyjvKcyL32IjB3gj+M/iKLE0=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="atsIbEWUx6H7c+nuxO0WCGEexKs=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="l1I6c4SEDL9Z8J+lRefUL/bep6E=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="gRwHqmRsKxf5aqs1y2wBmoJN80Y=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="U4Qfl7ye+8eWCmO1KsOhHatLkm8=">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</latexit>
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Figure 6. The comparison of the reachability diagrams (left) and of the density diagrams (right) of the 25
public transport networks.
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In Figure 7, instead, we compare the reachability diagrams of the five groups obtained with time
intervals of length 30 and 90 min, respectively (these diagrams should also be compared to the reachability
diagrams shown in the left column of Figure 6, which are obtained with time intervals of length 60 min).
It is worth observing that, in the second and in the third group, considering shorter time intervals makes
the city with the better diagram perform even better compared to the others, and it basically nullifies the
differences among the other cities. When larger time intervals are analyzed, it seems that the only effect
we get is that the reachability diagrams are systematically shifted up. This is quite reasonable, since we
can expect that, in a time interval of one hour and half, a significant percentage of all possible pairs of
nodes are now connected. It is anyway worth noting that, in the case of the three cities in Group 4 and of
the two cities in Group 5, even with time intervals of 90 min, this percentage is quite low (less than 15%
in Group 4 and less than 3% in Group 5). This suggests that, in order to obtain a globally almost total
connectivity, these cities require trips of quite great duration.

Finally, in Figure 8, we show the reachability diagrams of three sample cities obtained with different
values of k in ATNF (the number of experiments is always 20). As it can be seen, the diagrams are almost
identical, which might suggest that even k = 32 could be used in order to reduce the execution time.
However, we decided to use k = 64 in the previously described experiments in order to further increase
the approximation quality of the results.

As we said at the beginning of this section, the main goal of this analysis has been to describe a case
study in which, by using ATNF, we can extremely reduce the total execution time of the experiments.
For example, with k = 64 and 20 experiments, producing the reachability diagrams of all cities with respect
to intervals of 60 minutes in length requires approximately 2.3 hours. The time to get the exact values of
the temporal neighborhood functions for each time interval by using ETNF is instead approximately equal
to 68.2 hours, that is, between one and two orders of magnitude bigger than the running time of ATNF,
consistently with the results shown in Section 4.
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Figure 7. Cont.
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<latexit sha1_base64="e8qHeMQHCOaAu4NF86tmGekn1Lk=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="q5jM5WUNvlFpsjPV43h0mETB5ik=">AAAFTnicnVRLj9RGEDbMQDYTQhY4JlJaWSGhyIztWXZZCVkiQCSkXEjEAtJ4tCq3a2Za0y+622Enlq/5Nbnmf+SQC38EiQMK3R4T7QMOSUtll+vxdT1das6sS9PXFy4Ohpcuf7b1+eiLK19e/Wr72vVnVtWG4iFVXJkXJVjkTOKhY47jC20QRMnxebl6GPTPf0VjmZJP3VrjTMBCsjmj4Lzo6Nrg20Iv5porZy26hiqhweXZeLcdFRJf+W8BsmoKL11WtRDrdprNmuTQesxEM17T5JGitUDpbOJQaGWALwzopU1U7XTtkp3s9oa7nR2k6dgdO49d4byAY2b9G2ruXrHKLZsso+K8bolssXTN/niv054MF31qaxJsk7F1a455YylwJEryjbz1HiUumGwcW/2mGXW1wXbaWeXpeG9WcDAL/GDUuUzXHErkefMLAl2CLyXRwHy+wPmGa2OOC5QV0crmPjk0RCrjlgTBuvjYMbrqIGzepPE+iPjAU5aGx0SLONAdT/ueDrRo4/W/HqRPI/FpJrIWpYeeKyPAJXN2jFX8EYVvOGWhw/leG3eZVWRNAqTN58AtzkaEFFBVoW7TkgNdxQLMKv++exGlwyzYvnZ5FlvFWdXOiAu5n+h9AxVyYBW27b1PQNqXNRj8z8ClYbYEeRbY+IT/X6QaTGj+vdHNYtOq5oc+9pg86C+LyZPOalQEfdf6DXtyVI62d9Jx2h1ynsl6Zifqz9H2Nw/DDnlcJclP+3fIj5OUPNpNSRfX0fbbour3hXKwdpql2s0aML5dHP39tUXtqwkLnHpWgkA7a7o9b8lNL6lC1z1JRzrpSY8GhLVrUXpLPxdLe1YXhB/TTWs3P5g1TPolRUk3F81rTpwi4adBKuZHzPmVqhhQw3ysxC+GAeon//QtoXSnsmg+7GuoZHa2bueZZ5Nxtjue/DzZuf+gr+lW9HX0XXQryqK70f3ocfQkOozo4PfBH4M/B38P/xq+Gb4b/rMxvXih97kRnTqXtt4D9lXUaQ==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="DbzBr6kMkjcXmvZ7Rn36eJjWyZg=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="3M8FgcJnhBumgYaKv5JGUjYa6KM=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="1eLuVXI09ICFcXjzUO5fjBXJOUA=">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</latexit>

Figure 7. The comparison of the reachability diagrams with 30 intervals of 30 min each (left), and with 10
intervals of 90 min each (right) of the 25 public transport networks.
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<latexit sha1_base64="8+XJ10hSeju/Pvrw1AV0qaAdXlI=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="pKiAPLdlk2tqeinIln0oXNXTwjo=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="R4dOEX9+nyYPGm/bilmWjo7sOMY=">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</latexit>

Figure 8. The reachability diagrams of three sample cities with different values of k.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a new algorithm for approximating the temporal neighborhood
function of a temporal network, which is based on the bottom-k sketch technique. We have experimentally
validated the quality and the time performance of our algorithm, by comparing it with a recently proposed
scan-based algorithm. We showed that our algorithm is able to obtain good quality results (typically with
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a mean relative error of 5% or less) in a very small fraction of the time of the exact algorithm (typically 0.3%
or less). Finally, we have applied our algorithm to the analysis of the reachability properties of 25 public
transport networks and showed that the neighborhood function gives some non-trivial insight about the
number of pairs of stops that are reachable from one another.

From a more technical point of view, a quite natural and straightforward extension of our work
consists of applying other sketch techniques, such as, for example, the ones based on the probabilistic
counting approach [7,8,38]. We are confident that, by using these other techniques, our results can be
improved both in terms of approximation quality and of execution time. A comparison of the different
sketch techniques for approximating the temporal neighborhood function is beyond the scope of this
paper, whose main goal is showing how these techniques are extremely effective when applied to
temporal networks.

More interestingly, the approach we have described in this paper can also be applied to compute
a different kind of temporal cones. Intuitively, these cones would allow us, for each node u of a temporal
graph G = (V, E), to determine what is the latest starting time from any other node v that can reach u
in a specified interval I = [tα, tω ], in order to arrive at u not later than tω. By appropriately adapting the
dynamic programming algorithm for computing the reverse temporal cones, we can show that the latest
starting time cones can also be computed in time O(nm) and space O(n2m) (or O(nm) if we do not need
to store all the intermediate results). Moreover, in order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm, we can
use, even in this case, the bottom-k sketch technique, exactly as we have done in the case of the reverse
temporal cones.

Finally, a more general question is whether other heuristics can be used in order to compute graph
metrics for which the sketch approach does not seem to be very efficient in the case of classical graphs.
For example, a promising research direction is to define an analogue of the backward breadth-first search
for temporal networks, in order to apply techniques that have been extremely powerful for computing
the diameter of a graph [39,40] or to apply sampling techniques for computing centrality measures in
temporal networks [41,42].
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